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YOU’VE GOT MAIL

Claire Duncan | IND 477 | Spring 2017

but it’s not going to sort itself
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“How might we bring organization and 
order into people’s email inbox to help 
improve productivity?”

INBOX ORGANIZATION DESIGN

Process for this project will be laid out in a chronological order for the sake of  clarity. 

Individual Project | In Progress | Spring 2017
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IMMERSION
Stuff Herding 
Bag Dump1
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STUFF HERDING

Objects Actions Feelings

- In-tray

- Emails

- Dirty Laundry

- Kitchen Drawer

- Cell Phone

- Wallet

- Keys

- Notebooks

- Laptop

- Planner

- Computer

Constantly trying to get to the 
bottom of  them, they’re always 
getting full, even after spending 
multiple hours working on them

Full of  diverse knives, utensils, and 
I always manage to find my way 
around them

I am using the cellphone for 
entertainment and communication, 
my wallet to pay for items, and my 
keys to unlock and drive my car.

Take notes at school and 
entertainment

I plan everything and organize 
things to do. I would freak out if  I 
lost this because it keeps my chaos 
organized. I ritually write down 
what/where/when. It has to be 
kept clean. When it gets too busy 
I rewrite things more clearly on a 
sticky note and stick it inside.

Anxious when I need to tackle them
Tired while I am tackling them
Content when it is dealt with 
Relieved when I manage to control them
Overwhelmed when I can’t deal with them

I feel secure when I instantly discover the 
item I was looking for among the mess.

No strong feeling associated to them 
although I would probably be very 
frustrated and/or distraught if  I lost any of  
these items. 

I would not feel comfortable with sharing 
my planner. The more I write in it, the 
more under control I feel.
When I sit down at my desk at home, it’s 
at the end of  the day and I’m quite tired 
but still have work to do. I’m usually more 
energized at the warehouse because there 
are people around and lots of  light.

Marie-Anne
Age 50

Working 
non-profit

Aaron
Age 22

Student in 
Finance

Claire
Age 20

Student in 
Design
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BAG DUMP

Organization within 
the backpack. 
There’s an order to 
what goes where

Organized chaos. Homework and 
general tasks and chores are written 
down, as well as a strict planning of  
these tasks

On-the-go versus stationary. The goal for the image on the 
left is to pack everything as tight as possible, whereas on the 
right, the person wishes to see everything laid out clearly.

This organized  
“dumping” is 
contradictory. 

However we see 
repeated patterns 

in the items carried 
around. This is far 

from unusual for 
college student.

A somewhat more 
realistic “dumping.”

Interesting finds 
include a Canon 

charger but no 
camera, packaged 

snacks (which most 
people don’t have 

time for).
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Framing the Design 
Assumptions
Interviews and Activities
Proving Assumptions Wrong

RESEARCH

2
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FRAMING THE DESIGN

“How might we lighten the load of  
repetitive chores and improve student’s 
time management skills by teaching them 
planning and organization techniques?”

Original Design Question:

Mapping to Understand

My peers and I found multiple patterns between 
my research and theirs. One was particularly 
relevant to my subject; there can be a direct 

correlation between organisation and personality/
state of  mind. 

Some people seriously lack organization and 
planning skills, and this is a burden on their daily 

lives: bad time management leads to falling behind, 
lack of  sleep and stress. Perhaps these people don’t 

know how to become better organized.  
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ASSUMPTIONS

Assumed that people 
plan out things they 
have to, such as 
homework, chores, 
meetings etc. 

Assumed that 
people had bad 
management skills 
and that it bothers 
them greatly.

Assumed that what 
bothers me bothers 
other people too when 
it comes to a lack of  
organisation

Assumed that most 
people need help 
organizing tasks and 
that they would take it 
if  it were offered.

1 2 3 4
TESTING ASSUMPTIONS

“I have poor time 
management when it 
comes to individual 
tasks but if  I need to get 
something done, I’ll do it.”

“I know myself  and I’ll 
always find a way to 
procrastinate, but it doesn’t 
bother me at all.”

“I’ll write a schedule if  I’m 
really crunched on time.”

“I used to plan out everyday 
of  the week but it was 
pointless because my 
schedule kept changing.”

“My desk is a ‘no 
procrastination’ zone.”

“I used to rely on my 
ADHD medication to 
make sure that I would get 
all of  my work done. 
Distractions would come 
up and I wouldn’t get 
anything done, but I knew 
I could achieve maximum 
concentration later if  I 
took some. It worked great.”

“I don’t go anywhere 
without my planner. It has 
my whole thesis in it so it 
would be a disaster if  I lost 
it.”

“I remember things better 
when I write them down, 
whether they’re school 
notes or just thoughts.”

Martinique 
Age 21

Robyn
Age 21

Angus
Age 22

Karina
Age 23
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ACTIVITY : CARD SORTING

Learnt that repetitive chores 
and organization varies 
depending on living situation 
(i.e. Two people in an 
apartment versus 7 people in 
a house).

Procrastination does not 
bother people although I was 
set on the assumption that it 
would 

Most people see the weekend 
as a time to relax even though 
I never feel like I have a 
minute to myself. 

I seem to be the only one 
who plans their weekends. 

While some find going out 
to eat a way to relax/have 
fun, other see it as a waste 

of  time and money (only 
for special occasions). 
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Pivot Moment 
Activity: Shadowing
Survey
Insights

3
REDEFINING &
SYNTHESIZING
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PIVOT MOMENT

I finally understood that I was looking for a 
problem where there wasn’t one to find. 

I had walked in with assumptions about problems 
- and solutions to them in the back of  my head - 
that had all been proven wrong. 

I went back to my first interview with Marie-Anne, 
who had a very interesting daily experience with 
managing her emails. 

I found her case fascinating because I had no 
strong assumptions about the subject. Managing 
my emails has always bothered me, but I always 
saw it as a necessary evil. 

Ecology Map

Physical Map

I re-framed my design through a series of  maps, including 
an Ecology Map and a Physical Map.

New Design Question:

“How might we bring organization and order into 
people’s email inbox to help improve productivity?”
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ACTIVITY : SHADOWING

Never gets too much junk mail Always gets too much junk mail

Matthew Marie-Anne

Never spends more than 
10 minutes checking and 

answering emails

Never checks their emails on 
their smart-phone

Always spends more than 10 
minutes checking and answering 
emails

Always checks their emails 
on their smart-phone

Never checks emails more 
than 4 times a day

Always checks emails more than 
4 times a day

Never cleans inbox completely 
(sorts out or deletes all emails)

Always cleans inbox completely 
(sorts out or deletes emails)

Never organizes mailbox Always organizes mailbox

Never uses smart mailboxes Always uses smart mailboxes

I performed a shadowing activity 
with four more people.

I sat next to them as they went 
through their emails and asked them 
to share their thoughts out loud. 

Robyn Venkat
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SURVEY - 70 RESPONSES

Less 
than 5

More 
than 20

10 to 20

5 to 10

How many emails do you 
receive everyday?

Out of  these emails, how 
many are junk or spam?

10.77%

10.77%

12.31%

13.85%
15.38%

20.00%

16.92%

How much does 
this bother you?

0-4 5678910

23.08%

67.69%

31.03%

46.55%

22.41%
9.23%

Do important 
emails get lost 
among junk 

emails?

How frustrating 
is this?

sometimes

somewhat 
frustrating

yes

very 
frustrating

no

very 
frustrating

“There are different levels of  “junk” email. 
There are “okay junk” which may be sales/ads 
from companies I occasionally buy from. Then 
there is “annoying junk” which is ads/etc. from 
companies that I have no interest in but got my 

email from somewhere.”

“The endless number of  junk mail. It should be 
called zombie mail because you can’t get it to 
go away. You unsubscribe and it always seems 

to come back.”

Quotes from Survey
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No one

A spouse/partner

A family member

A friend

A co-worker

A boss

A teacher

A peer

Who did this 
get you in 

trouble with?

When was the last time you forgot to answer an important email?

This week

Probably yes

Probably yes

Today

definitely yes

definitely yes

This month

Neutral

Neutral

This year

No

Probably Not
Definitely Not

Over a year ago Never

3.13%

14.06%

28.13%

54.69%

1.56%

10.94%

25.00%

25.00%

37.50%
Do you wish 

important emails 
would “pop” more 

easily?

Do you wish your 
junk emails could be 
sent directly to the 

trash?

“The system automatically puts some 
important emails into junk mail box.”

“Lack of  organization between 
conversations, loosing track of  threads, 

hard to automatically separate into 
folders”

“As a student, I wish I could link my 
schedule that has my teacher’s info to 

my email, so when I get an email from 
them, it highlights or ‘pops’ more so I 

make sure to check/answer it.”

“I wish I could organize incoming 
emails in terms of  priority

Quotes from Survey
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INSIGHTS

TIME 
The more emails one 
receives, the more time one 
wastes sorting them out and 
answering them.

PRIVACY 
Spam and junk mail are a 
breach of  privacy, especially 
when they were never given 
permission 

STATE OF MIND 
This can all become 
incredibly frustrating and put 
users in a bad mood, which 
influences their productivity

ORGANIZATION 
If  emails were sorted in 
folders automatically, 
users would save time and 
frustration looking for them.

HIERARCHY & PRIORITIES 
Receiving many emails 
wouldn’t be as much of  a 
problem if  the important ones 
set themselves apart
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4DESIGN
Sketches
User Testing
Background Research
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SKETCHES

These quick sketches helped me explore different 
possibilities for mailbox organisation. These 
included new notification systems and prioritizing 
and sorting systems. 
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USER TESTING

New Email

New Email

New Email

New Email

5 NEW EMAILS
1 Work Email
2 Family Emails
2 Others

IMPORTANT WORK EMAIL
Meeting time changed to 
10:15 am

10 NEW EMAILS
Non-Urgent

TEXT MESSAGE
Bob Rance: 

TEXT MESSAGE
Bob Rance: 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

On the Go

Organized in “read” and “unread”
“Unread” is organized by date 
“Read” is organized by name

Priority set to 3

Non-Completed

Important

Scenario 1
Different inbox organization 

Scenario 2

Organized in “read” and “unread”
“Unread” is organized by date 
“Read” is organized by name

Priority set to 3

Non-Completed

Important

Scenario 1
Different inbox organization 

Scenario 2

Scenario 1

Scenario 1

Scenario 2 Insights

Insights

Feedback

Feedback Scenario 2

With these scenarios, I wanted 
to approach the issue of  email 
notifications. 

The goal here is to limit the 
number of  notifications, as well 
as bring emphasis to the most 
important emails. 

I received very positive feedback 
for scenario 1, and decided to 
include it in my final design 
proposal.

I wanted to test how 
people would react 
to a different inbox 
layout. I assumed 
that people would 
either like it or hate 
it. It was interesting 
to see that users did 
not like this idea on a 
computer setting, but 
loved it on the smart 
phone.

“This seems like it would be 
easier to be organized. At work I 
can just check the work inbox, if  
I can check the work emails and 
ignore the family ones until the 
end of  the day.”

“I like it because instead of  
shuffling through my inbox 
trying to figure out which ones I 
need to answer, I just go ahead 
and see my organization.”

“I like that it knows how to classify what each 
email is and it also has the text message 
displayed separately.”

“I think I would prefer just an overview of  
all new emails and then the text messages 
separately. I wonder if  the same overview-
setting would work for text messages as well, like 

“7 new text messages – 1 from John and 6 from 
Bob”

“I don’t really care for scenario 2 because it’ll 
never know what’s urgent and what’s not, I’d 
rather be able to figure it out myself.”

2ND

IDEA

1ST

IDEA
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Mail recognizes this 
as a work email

Set as important

John Doe

ALL (2)
   work (1)
   school
   family
   bills (1)
   other

SENT

IMPORTANT (1)

You set the folders 
you want. AI 
software sorts the 
emails itself

Scenario 2 - Your Email Inbox on your Computer Scenario 3 - Your Email Inbox on your Computer

INBOX (4)

DRAFTS

SENT

PRIORITY (2)
   time sensitive (1)
   other (1)

Answer needed by 1pm

Set Priorities

Reminders

3RD

IDEA

4TH

IDEA

None of  the users felt 
very passionate about 
any of  these. Users A 
and B were organized 
people and didn’t 
feel a need for any of  
these scenarios. User 
C seemed to be less 
organized and, as a 
result, found herself  
liking scenario 2.

With these scenarios, I 
wanted to approach the 
issue of  organization 
within the inbox, 
with an emphasis on 
prioritizing certain 
emails. I was not sure 
how users would react 
to these. I had trouble 
finding a clear way to 
show organization and 
priority

Hi Claire, just letting 
you know that you’ve 
recieved an important 
work email!

Scenario 1

Hi Claire, just letting 
you know that you’ve 
recieved an important 
work email!
     -Siri

Scenario 2

Here, we are testing 
the idea of  spoken 
notification. I had no 
idea what to expect 
from this idea, it 
was one of  the more 
extravagant ones. 

I was still doubtful 
about this idea, so I 
decided to test it out 
further in a prototype,

All users loved this 
idea, but also agreed 
on the fact that it 
should be something 
that can be turned 
on or off, and only 
suitable for people 
who don’t receive 
many emails every 
day. 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Insights

Insights

Feedback

Feedback
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Organizing meeting with client X
Meeting time changed to 3pm
Client will be bringing associate X

Chains and threads
Summary of the conversation so 
that no one needs to go through 

all of the emails to nderstand 
what has been changed/moved/-

cancelled etc

Scenario 1 - Your Email Inbox on your Computer
Scenario 2 - Your Email Inbox on your Computer

Chains and threads
Alerts about approching deadline, 

especially in a school setting

Scenario 3 - Your Email Inbox on your Computer

Chains and threads
Instead of a summary, the most 

relevant email pops out (as in 
email with the latest info)

These scenarios are focused on bringing clarity and organization to chain and 
thread emails. 

I knew that chain emails and threads can become very confusing and frustrating 
if  people loose track of  the conversation, and when important emails are lost 
within it. I wanted to know what users wanted to pop up for them to understand 
quickly what the conversation was about.

“Scenario 3 automatically caught my eye. I like 
to be shown the most relevant email, and then 
choose to take a look at the other ones.”

“I work in tech so I doubt the ability of  current 
AI softwares to put together an actually relevant 
summary.”

5TH IDEA

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Insights Feedback
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Through some background research, I found that there was a certain number 
of  Apps and softwares built to address the same problems I had found. They all 
found creative ways to approach their issues, but none of  these were software up-
dates for the Mail App on the Iphone. I also found some interesting market trends 
concerning digital and email marketing. Email design trends included animated 
gifs, emojis, one-column layouts, and responsive design (Winter, 2016).

BACKGROUND RESEARCH
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5 SOLUTION
Prototyping & Testing Round 1
Prototyping & Testing Round 2
Final Design Recommendations
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PROTOTYPING & TESTING ROUND 1 

Carrier 100%8:08 AM

6:10
Thursday, April 13

3 New Emails
2 from Work
1 from Family

7 Text Messages
3 from Bob
2 from Annie
2 from Mom

All Inboxes                                 3

Work                                   2

School

Bills

Family                                 1

Other

Important

Sent

Trash

Drafts

Mailbox Done

Updated Just Now

Mailbox All (3) Edit

Updated Just Now
3 Unread

CC

Rusty & 5 Others
iOS 8 UI Kit

We really need to finish up the iOS 8 UI kit
this week. Let me know if you can on it 
before the GM release next week…

11:32 AM

At&T
Your Monthly Bill
Follow the link below to access your online 
statement

Candice Baune
Hi! Pictures
Here are pictures from Caroline’s wedding! I 
hope you enjoy them. Let’s skype this week-
end …

TO

David Atten
iOS 8 UI Kit

Looks like the big day will be September 17. 
We should start revising our iOS 7 UI Kin-
clude iOS 8 elements. Want to meet…

Yesterday

Search

Work

Work

Family

6

Mailbox Work (2) Edit

We really need to finish up the iOS 8 UI kit
this week. Let me know if you can work on it 
before the GM release next week? Lets meet 
this afternoon to make sure we’re all on the 
same page. 

- Rusty

Rusty MitchellFrom:

Thread Between: 
Claire Duncan, Robyn Adams & 5 Others

iOS 8 UI Kit Show Most 
RelevantToday at 11:32 AM

Robyn AdamsFrom:

David AttenFrom:

David AttenFrom:

Claire DuncanFrom:
Hi Everyone,

This notification system was the 
most liked feature 

“I love this organisation. If  I’m 
at work I’ll leave all of  the other 
folders for the end of  the day.”

“The grey boxes are super 
effective and simple.” Quick way 
of  recognizing emails.

Mixed feelings about AI finding 
the most relevant email in the 
thread and showing it. 

This prototype was tested with 5 participants. They received the prototype on their phones. 
As they went through it, they were asked to pay attention to the new features present in the 
software updates, and talk out loud about their actions, thoughts, and feelings. 
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We really need to finish up the iOS 8 UI kit 
this week. Let me know if you can work on it 
before the GM release next week? Lets meet 
this afternoon to make sure we’re all on the 
same page. 

- Rusty

Rusty MitchellFrom:

6

Thread Between: 
Claire Duncan, Robyn Adams & 5 Others

iOS 8 UI Kit
Today at 11:32 AM

Robyn AdamsFrom:

David AttenFrom:

David AttenFrom:

Claire DuncanFrom:
Hi Everyone,

Mailbox Work (2) Edit

Set a Spoken Reminder

Set a Spoken Alert

Cancel

We really need to finish up the iOS 8 UI kit
 this week. Let me know if you can work on it 
before the GM release next week? Lets meet 
this afternoon to make sure we’re all on the 
same page. 

- Rusty

Rusty MitchellFrom:

6

Thread Between: 
Claire Duncan, Robyn Adams & 5 Others

iOS 8 UI Kit
Today at 11:32 AM

Robyn AdamsFrom:

David AttenFrom:

David AttenFrom:

Claire DuncanFrom:
Hi Everyone,

Mailbox Work (2) Edit

Spoken Alert

OK

Siri will let you know when 
correspondent answers to this email.

Mailbox Work (2) Edit

Rusty MitchellFrom:

Thread Between: 
Claire Duncan, Robyn Adams & 5 Others

iOS 8 UI Kit
Today at 11:32 AM

Robyn AdamsFrom:

David AttenFrom:

David AttenFrom:

Claire DuncanFrom:

Show Most 
Relevant

“I really like all 
of  these new 
features, they’re 
very effective. I 
think the Mail 
app does a very 
poor job at 
making inboxes 
clear and 
simple.”

“I like all of  
these except 
the spoken 
notification. 
It wouldn’t 
work for me I 
think. I would 
prefer a special 
notification.”

“The “most 
relevant” 
option doesn’t 
work for me 
because I don’t 
ever have the 
problem of  an 
overwhelming 
thread.”

Prototype continued 

“I wouldn’t get any use out of  the 
most relevant option because I 
don’t get that much mail.”
“I like this option because my 
family will have really long thread 
emails and I get lost in them.”

“I wouldn’t use the spoken 
notification because I’d rather 
have a special notification sent to 
all my devices.”

“I don’t know if  I would use it but 
it works.”

Overall feedback was very 
positive with the exception of  
mixed feelings about the spoken 
notifications. This idea will be 
further explored in round 2 of  
prototyping. 
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PROTOTYPING & TESTING ROUND 2 

Mailbox Work (2) Edit

Rusty MitchellFrom:

Thread Between: 
Claire Duncan, Robyn Adams & 5 Others

iOS 8 UI Kit
Today at 11:32 AM

Robyn AdamsFrom:

David AttenFrom:

David AttenFrom:

Claire DuncanFrom:

Show Most 
Relevant

We really need to finish up the iOS 8 UI kit 
this week. Let me know if you can work on it 
before the GM release next week? Lets meet 
this afternoon to make sure we’re all on the 
same page. 

- Rusty

Rusty MitchellFrom:

6

Thread Between: 
Claire Duncan, Robyn Adams & 5 Others

iOS 8 UI Kit
Today at 11:32 AM

Robyn AdamsFrom:

David AttenFrom:

David AttenFrom:

Claire DuncanFrom:
Hi Everyone,

Mailbox Work (2) Edit

Set a Spoken Reminder

Set a Spoken Alert

Cancel

Mailbox Work (2) Edit

We really need to finish up the iOS 8 UI kit
this week. Let me know if you can work on it 
before the GM release next week? Lets meet 
this afternoon to make sure we’re all on the 
same page. 

- Rusty

Rusty MitchellFrom:

Thread Between: 
Claire Duncan, Robyn Adams & 5 Others

iOS 8 UI Kit Show Most 
RelevantToday at 11:32 AM

Robyn AdamsFrom:

David AttenFrom:

David AttenFrom:

Claire DuncanFrom:
Hi Everyone,

The second prototype was run with 5 different users, and with the same display as the first. However, this time 
participants had to perform a task. This helped me understand what was wrong when users were looking for 
something specific. Below are the three screens that caused the most interesting responses.

Users seemed to turn 
“most relevant” feature 
off when asked to find a 
specific message. They 
explained that it was 
easier that way to see all 
emails in a list format.

Users had some trouble 
finding the spoken 
notification button. One 
explains he found it 
thanks to it’s location 
(next to other relevant 
buttons), and because it 
was a symbol he did not 
recognize. 

The task was to find 
an email from Claire 
Duncan within a thread.

The task was to set a 
spoken reminder for a 
thread email.
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FINAL DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall, the prototype 
was very well received. 

The “most relevant” 
option turned out to be 
very useful when the 
participants were looking 
for a specific message. 

After helpful feedback 
and some thorough 
consideration, I decided 
to change the “spoken 
notification” feature. 
Instead of  having Siri 
speak out loud to the user, 
a ringtone-like alert will 
go off when the important 
email comes in. 

Users did not like the idea 
of  their phone speaking 
to them as it could be 
embarrassing if  they 
are in public. Instead, 
receiving the equivalent 
of  a phone call  is just as 
effective and doesn’t make 
the user uneasy.
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6 APPENDIX
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

 

Broida, R. (2013, July 31). Review: Alto mail organizer sorts your email 
like a pro. Retrieved April 09, 2017, from http://www.pcworld.com/
article/2045638/review-alto-mail-organizer-sorts-your-email-like-a-pro.html

Review of  AOL Alto. Very positive. “This free browser-based service organizes 
mail into virtual stacks, not unlike the way you might sort physical junk mail 
into piles on your desk.”

 Check out Outlook.com – free, personal email from Microsoft. (n.d.). 
Retrieved April 09, 2017, from https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/outlook-
com/mobile/

Outlook App for Microsoft Phone and Android. Only works on those phones. 
Unified Inbox, send availability, swipe gesture, focused inbox, schedule 
email, attach files. Interesting way to tell someone when you’re available for 
something (below)
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 Clean Up Your Inbox Now. (n.d.). Retrieved April 09, 2017, from 
https://mailstrom.co/

“puts you in control” as in amplifies human intelligence instead of  Ai. Helps 
manage inbox and time, unsubscribing, spam protection, protects your privacy. 

 Inboxcube. (n.d.). Retrieved April 09, 2017, from https://www.
otherinbox.com/inboxcube/

Brings your content visually to the forefront, don’t have to dig and can begin 
to use email the way we already use social applications – focusing on visual 
content first.

OtherInbox, the App Store for Email. (n.d.). Retrieved April 09, 2017, from 
https://www.otherinbox.com/

App Store for email related apps – mostly computer applications – great 
resource to check what competition is doing and if  it’s working.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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 Path, R. (n.d.). Unsubscriber | Unsubscribe Email. Retrieved April 09, 
2017, from https://getunsubscriber.com/?campaign=homepage

Software that unsubscribes from spam and ads. 

 Path, R. (n.d.). We organize your email for a clean inbox. Retrieved 
April 09, 2017, from https://getorganizer.com/

Organizes, prioritizes, summarizes, customizes your inbox. Very clean layout 
(calls it “cleaning your inbox”)

 Spark by Readdle. (n.d.). Retrieved April 09, 2017, from https://
sparkmailapp.com/

Application that needs to be downloaded. “Smart inbox” can be turned 
on and off. When on, it shows you quickly what’s important in your inbox. 
Natural language search (example: email from John Doe from last week.” 
Filters notification to only show the important ones. Email back quickly with 
“emoticons” 

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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 Awoniyi, B. (1970, April 21). Four innovations that will shape the future 
of  email marketing. Retrieved April 11, 2017, from https://econsultancy.com/
blog/64691-four-innovations-that-will-shape-the-future-of-email-marketing

Interesting article about email marketing trends in the future. Author 
anticipates that all email communication will be personalized, the email 
address will become the key to cross-channel marketing, that emails will 
be completely integrated with other marketing channels, and finally that 
automated email campaigns will drive a majority of  campaigns. 

 Loschen, J. (2015, January 08). Email trends and benchmarks: mobile 
impact and utilizing triggered emails. Retrieved April 11, 2017, from https://
www.epsilon.com/a-brand-new-view/region/us/email-trends-benchmarks-
mobile-impact-utilizing-triggered-email-messages/

Interesting questions such as How can you overcome the mobile challenge and 
capitalize on the opportunity? And how can triggered email messages help 
marketers?

 Winter, C. (2016, April 5). Top 10 Email Design Trends for 2016. 
Retrieved April 11, 2017, from http://blog.inboxmarketer.com/top-10-email-
design-trends-for-2016

Anticipates that top 10 design trends go as follows: animated gifs, emojis, 
one column layout, card based designs, data-driven design, flat is still in 
(minimalist), responsive design, larger images and larger copies, hero images, 
and personalization. Goes a little against Awoniyi’s article.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Q5 - Are you currently enrolled in a undergraduate or graduate program?

# Answer % Count

1 Yes 40.00% 28

2 No 60.00% 42

Total 100% 70

Default Report
Email Inbox Research Project

May 2nd 2017, 9:33 am MDT

Q1 - How old are you?

# Answer % Count

1 Under 18 0.00% 0

2 18 to 23 38.57% 27

3 23 to 30 5.71% 4

4 30 to 50 14.29% 10

5 Above 50 41.43% 29

Total 100% 70

Q6 - Are you employed?

# Answer % Count

1 Yes 35.71% 25

2 No 64.29% 45

Total 100% 70
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Q7 - How o$en do you check your emails per day? Pick two.

# Answer % Count

1 Once a day 1.52% 1

2 2 to 5 )mes a day 31.82% 21

3 5 to 10 )mes a day 22.73% 15

4 More than 10 19.70% 13

5 Every hour 9.09% 6

6 Mul)ple )mes in an hour 21.21% 14

7 Whenever I get a no)2ca)on 24.24% 16

Total 100% 66

Q8 - On what devices are you most likely to check your emails? Check all that apply.

# Answer % Count

1 Smartphone 93.94% 62

2 Personal Computer 57.58% 38

3 Work Computer 21.21% 14

4 Public Computer 4.55% 3

Total 100% 66
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Q12 - How many email addresses do you have?

# Answer % Count

1 1 6.06% 4

2 2 or 3 77.27% 51

3 more than 3 16.67% 11

Total 100% 66

Q23#1 - Where do you check your emails?

# Answer % Count

1 At home 89.23% 58

2 At work 46.15% 30

3 On the go 70.77% 46

4 In class 26.15% 17

Total 100% 65
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Q23#2 - When do you check your emails

# Answer % Count

1 In the morning 58.46% 38

2 When I use my computer 58.46% 38

3 When I use my phone 61.54% 40

4 When I get a no)2ca)on 56.92% 37

5 During a meal 12.31% 8

7 Equally spread out )mes throughout the day 40.00% 26

Total 100% 65

Q16 - What bothers you the most when you check your emails?

What bothers you the most when you check your emails?

Urgent mails

It should be readable

Adver)sing 

Adver)sing 

The spams

Misleading subject text 

The spams and ads I get because of cookies when I browse the Internet.

When I can't open a document.

The lengthy test some of them contain. Should be shorter and to the point, especially informa)onal emails 

Email chains

Nothing

News

too many subscribed from store/ services that I don't care. I probably should unsub,.,..

ads

Adver)sing 

During the day i only have )me to read. 

Useless informa)on

I don't like the an)cipa)on of possibly ge=ng a bad work e-mail.  A bad/nega)ve  e-mail can also ruin my day.  It's 

too easy for people to shoot o? a nega)ve e-mail.

Having to check mul)ple accounts. 

Noise 

Having to log into di?erent emails and having to remember all the di?errent passwords

The )me it takes

unsollicited proposi)ons

Too many! You need to be organised in order to keep track of the important ones and not to forget to follow up on 

them

 First, having to check mul)ple websites or applica)on to access di?erent accounts is annoying. That's why I use a 

third party email client to group all of my personal and work emails into one applica)on. The applica)on I use is 

Airmail, I selected this one because of its folder and sor)ng op)ons. I manage mul)ple projects that deal with 

di?erent people and this allows me to organize everything beDer. However, the automa)c sor)ng feature doesn't 

always work so I have to manually do it. So another thing would be when applica)ons don't work like they are 

supposed to. Finally junk mail; the endless number of junk mail. It should be called zombie mail because you can't 

get it to go away. You unsubscribe and it always seems to come back.
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commercial emails

New Spam

Spam and the fact that it's hard to mark the most important ones in order to read them later

Adver)sing

Stupid chains 

Number of adver)sements mails 

Publicity 

Mail App (on iPhone and iMac ) 

Spam in my inbox and not going to the cluDer sec)on. Also all the pointless SU emails I get on the daily. 

Ads,spams

My phone is slow, or when I exit the app and reenter I return to the home screen rather than the email where I 

lfeH o?

Nothing

Nothing bothers me.

Spam

Mailbox unorganized 

Junk mail

Junk mails

The coupon emails, but I keep them because I use the coupons about 60% of the )me

Some)mes on the smart phone if your 2nger hits something wrong it gets archived. 

Spam

spam and subscrip)ons that keep sending you emails aHer unsubscribing

Spam

Spam mail

lack of organiza)on between conversa)ons, loosing track of threads, hard to automa)cally seperate into folders

Spams

It bothers me that marking emails as read is more diJcult than it should be. It may be an OCD or something of 

that sort but having numbers of unread emails on things that I may have accidentally subscribed to by signing up 

by a service irritates me.

Spam

Too many emails that have nothing to do with me but Syracuse sends them anyways 

I constantly receive lots of junk mails everyday, and the system automa)cally puts some important emails into junk

mail box.

Ads

Ge=ng through all the spam emails, as well as promo emails from websites you're subscribed to. 

Adverts

....

Very diJcult to avoid junk. I abhore chains never replied to them. 

Ge=ng emails in the 2rst place!  Ge=ng way too many emails

To receive a new email and to have to reply it asap

The amount of unnecessary ones 

E-mails from companies that I have requested to be removed from any further messages…i.e. uniglo and other 

retailers.

I get a lot of junk emails but i am too lazy to delete them/check them. I wish they would just disappear.

How many I get at once.

I get a lot of trash/useless emails but i'm too lazy to organize or delete them.

Junk mail
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Q13 - Are they all gathered on the same system? (example: Apple Mail, Outlook etc.)

# Answer % Count

1 Yes 43.94% 29

2 No 56.06% 37

Total 100% 66

Q14 - Why not?

# Answer % Count

1 I keep one email address for junk mail and don't want to receive no)2ca)ons. 55.88% 19

2 I don't use that email address anymore 8.82% 3

3 I wasn't able to 20.59% 7

4 Other 14.71% 5

Total 100% 34

Other

Other

One for work & one for home

School email and personal email

I have an email for school, another for personal emails or accounts that I sign up for and another to retrieve a 

backup or forgoDen password
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Q24 - Please answer the two ques6ons below.

# Answer % Count

1 Less than 5 1.54% 1

2 5 to 10 12.31% 8

3 10 to 20 50.77% 33

4 More than 20 35.38% 23

Total 100% 65

Q18 - How much does this bother you?

# Answer % Count

0 0 0.00% 0

1 1 4.62% 3

2 2 4.62% 3

3 3 4.62% 3

4 4 3.08% 2

5 5 10.77% 7

6 6 10.77% 7

7 7 12.31% 8

8 8 13.85% 9

9 9 15.38% 10

10 10 20.00% 13

Total 100% 65
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Q19 - Do important emails get lost among junk/spam emails?

# Answer % Count

1 Yes 9.23% 6

2 Some)mes 67.69% 44

4 No 23.08% 15

Total 100% 65

Q20 - How frustra6ng is this?

# Answer % Count

1 Not fustra)ng 22.41% 13

2 Somewhat frustra)n 46.55% 27

3 Very frustra)ng 31.03% 18

Total 100% 58
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Q21 - Do you wish important emails would "pop" more easily?

# Answer % Count

1 De2nitely yes 54.69% 35

2 Probably yes 28.13% 18

5 Neutral 14.06% 9

3 Probably not 3.13% 2

4 De2nitely not 0.00% 0

Total 100% 64

Q25 - Do you wish your junk emails could be sent directly to the trash?

# Answer % Count

1 De2nitely yes 37.50% 24

2 Probably yes 25.00% 16

3 Might or might not 25.00% 16

4 Probably not 10.94% 7

5 De2nitely not 1.56% 1

Total 100% 64
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Q26 - When was the last 6me you forgot to answer an important email?

# Answer % Count

1 Today 4.69% 3

2 This week 28.13% 18

3 This month 32.81% 21

4 This year 14.06% 9

5 Over a year ago 6.25% 4

6 Never 14.06% 9

Total 100% 64
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Q27 - Who did this get you in trouble with?

# Answer % Count

1 No one 50.91% 28

2 A spouse or partner 1.82% 1

3 A family member 10.91% 6

4 A friend 5.45% 3

5 A coworker 10.91% 6

6 A boss 7.27% 4

7 A teacher 9.09% 5

8 A peer 9.09% 5

Total 100% 55

Q28 - If you could change anything about the email experience, what would it be?

If you could change anything about the email experience, what would it be?

Don t know

...

having important emails be displaying before any others 

I wish removing yourself from a spam email servers

Not sure

Make easy to disconnect addresses of adver)sing Co

More clear

checking more oHen automa)cally without draining that much baDery. mine's 30mins auto check, but I do check a

lot, since some)mes my phone gets o? wi2, and I don't have data. So I receive emails really late. Also I had a ton 

of unread, since I don't feel like reading those ads anymore. Too lazy to unsub. like Swarovski (prob wrong 

spelling), I had a hard )me to unsub. it's annoying

Nothing 

List a priority or level of how soon the sender would like a response from the person emailed.

Nothing

More security. 

Combine all adresses 

I would like the possibility to schedule the day/ )me of sending an email. For example  You have )me on week 

ends to deal with emails but don t always want to send then  straight away. Especially for business emails.  

There are di?erent levels of "junk" email. There are "okay junk" which may be sales/ads from companies I 

occasionally buy from. Then there is "annoying junk" which is ads/etc from companies that I have no interest in 

but got my email from somewhere. Properly sor)ng these would be nice. Some kind of AI system could help learn 

what emails I instantly delete vs which I some)mes open. 

easier ways to colour /Qag mails by types/ID of sender

That emails coming from personal addresses appear in bold 

No idea

Get out of MicrosoH system 

That an adress checked as spam could be then automa)cally blocked 

Easily Opt out of emails from certain places that i don't care about or need anymore. 

Less )me-consuming

Longer undo send op)on. 

No longer receive e mail from scam

That when I block same addresses keep ge=ng through.
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I'm not sure

That I could organize incoming emails in terms of priority 

Remove the junk mails

If people who email me frequently could automa)cally collect in a folder devoted to emails from them 

2ltering spam and junk beDer 

I frequently (at least twice or thrice every week) get emails that are sent and resent that basically have the subject 

saying that the previous email had the wrong informa)on (such as )me and dates of certain ac)vi)es that are 

being described) and I get sent the en)re prior email in which I have to read through again and 2gure out the date 

that was modi2ed. I believe that scheduling on calendar applica)ons and mail should be synchronised further so 

that they correspond with events. In some ways maybe an interface that combines both these aspects would be 

bene2cial. This works on event managing devices such as events on Facebook, as when )me changes or a form of 

edi)ng occurs, a quick no)2ca)on lets the user know what has been altered.

almost having di?erent inboxes for di?erent types of emails

That I could easily and permanently get rid of spam email. Like at the click of one buDon. 

...

Detest the new way of ge=ng replied all bond together. Prefer to receive emails and repliesseparately.  

Ge=ng fewer emails and ge=ng rid of all the spam

Having my mail sorted out for me

Have important emails come in a color and the others in just white so there is a de2ni)on between the two 

Place emails into color categories…red for individuals in address book…black for work related correspondence…

gray for others...

As a student, emails from my professors are the most important.  I wish my email would automa)cally be 2led into

folders, with one that's only my professors email.

Sor)ng by name but only the older ones.

As a student, I deem emails from my professors for my classes the most important. I wish i could link my schedule 

that has my teacher's info to my email, so when i get an email from them, it highlights or 'pops' more so I make 

sure to check/answer it.


